
DECOFOND 
 

DECOFOND is a premixed lime mortar specially designed as a base coat for irregular, or 
heterogeneous, interior walls.  It may also be used as a smooth finish coat on interior 
or exterior walls.   
 
PACKAGING 
� 15 kg (33 lbs) pail 
� 30 kg (66 lbs) bag 
 
WALL PREPARATION 
� Application without fiberglass mesh:  Bricks, concrete blocks, and drywall. 
� Application with fiberglass mesh:  Wall with dissimilar materials, old gypsum based 

materials, adobe, pise, and cob. 
 
MIXING 
� Mechanically mix approximately 3/4 to 1 gallon (3 to 3.5 liters) of clean water in a 

33 lbs. (15 kg) pail of DECOFOND. 
� The mix shall be homogeneous, without lumps or unmixed material. 
� Working time is 15 to 45 minutes, depending on environmental conditions. 
 
CONSUMPTION 
� One pail will cover 120 square feet at 1/32”, 60 square feet at 1/16” thickness or 30 

square feet at 1/8” thickness (2 passes). 
� One bag will cover 240 square feet at 1/32”, 120 square feet at 1/16” thickness or 

60 square feet at 1/8” thickness (2 passes). 
 
APPLICATION WITHOUT MESH 
� Apply in one to two passes, 1/32” to 1/8” (1 to 4 mm).  The total maximum 

thickness may not exceed 3/8” (10 mm) in the deepest depressions. 
 
APPLICATION WITH MESH 
� Embed the mesh in a 1/8” to 1/4" coat of DECOFOND.  The mesh should extend a 

minimum of 6” (150 mm) on each side of the joint. 
� Apply a second coat, 1/16” to 1/8” (2 to 4 mm), in one pass to level the surface. 
� A fine sponge float finish is recommended when DECOFOND is used as a base coat 

for DECOLISS 
� A sponge float may be used prior to steel troweling or polishing when using 

DECOFOND as a finish coat.   
 
SUGGESTED FINISHES OVER DECOFOND 
� Lime Paint 
� DECOLISS 


